Abstract-The propagation of electromagnetic waves along open periodic, dielectric waveguides is formulated here as a rigorous and exact boundary-value problem. The characteristic field solutions are shown to be of the surface-wave or leaky-wave type, depending on the ratio of periodicity to wavelength (d/h). The dispersion curves and the space-harmonic amplitudes of these fields are examined for both TE and TM modes. Specific numerical examples are given for the cases of holographic layers and for rectangularly corrugated gratings; these show the detailed behavior of the principal field components and the dependence of waveguiding and leakage characteristics on the physical parameters of the periodic configuration.
propagation of electromagnetic waves along open periodic, dielectric waveguides is formulated here as a rigorous and exact boundary-value problem. The characteristic field solutions are shown to be of the surface-wave or leaky-wave type, depending on the ratio of periodicity to wavelength (d/h) . The dispersion curves and the space-harmonic amplitudes of these fields are examined for both TE and TM modes. Specific numerical examples are given for the cases of holographic layers and for rectangularly corrugated gratings; these show the detailed behavior of the principal field components and the dependence of waveguiding and leakage characteristics on the physical parameters of the periodic configuration. This dielectric grating is in the form of a low-loss layer whose appearance falls into one of two categories: 1) the layer possesses parallel planar boundaries and its periodicity is produced by a longitudinal modulation of its refractive index (e.g., a bleached hologram), or 2) the layer contains a homogeneous medium but its upper boundary has a periodic variation (e.g., a grooved profile obtained by etching).
Both types of construction of the dielectric layer are covered by the analysis presented here. The operation of devices containing a dielectric grating depends on the properties of the electromagnetic fields guided by the structure.
These fields appear either as surface waves, which travel parallel to the structure, or as leaky waves, which are guided by the structure but radiate or leak energy continuously into the exterior regions. Both types of waves appear as characteristic (free-resonant)
solutions of the boundary-value problem prescribed by the to consider the type of (characteristic) waves that may appear in every separate region. The solution is then constructed by choosing a suitable combination of these waves so as to satisfy the boundary conditions. We shall therefore discuss here the type of fields that occur in the uniform regions, after which the fields in the periodic (grating) region will be examined in Section III. The boundary conditions and the derivation of the field solution is then given in Section IV, with discussions and numerical examples being presented in subsequent sections. Because the widths (along y) of all the layers are large with respect to the wavelength h, the fields are assumed to be invariant with respect to the y coordinate, i.e., /@ = O. For simplicity, we also assume that all of the media involved possess the permeability po of air (vacuum) and a time dependence exp ( -id) is suppressed. If the periodic layer is absent, the field components of characteristic waves in the uniform layers appear in the form
where Fo(~J k a constant and
Here k. = 2~/~is the plane-wave propagation factor in air (vacuum) and the index j refers to the jth mediumj with j = a (air), f (film), or s (substrate (3) is then no longer a true surface wave because now not all of the energy flows parallel to the x direction.
The foregoing features may be clarified by considering a surface wave incident from the left on a uniform structure, as shown in Fig. 2 . For x >0, a grating is superposed on the structure but we may first assume that this grating However, if the grating region is long, the energy leaked by scattering adds up to a large portion of the energy brought into the grating region by the incident surface wave. Because of the regular placement of the scatterers, the individually scattered fields interfere constructively only along certain preferred directions and the leaked energy appears in the form of beams that radiate at angles 13n (~), which are given by tan e~cj) = k%./kZ,,c~j.
Here On(~J is a real angle only for real values of kzn(Jj, Along these real a?@3S
an energy flux appears in the form of radiation in the air ( j = a) or in the substrate ( j = s)
regions.
The foregoing argument implies that, because energy loss occurs (due to radiation, the complete guided field must decay with .r as it progresses along the grating region.
Hence, the propagation factor kzo along the grating region cannot remain purely real but, instead, ICzo is changed from the value~~., of the surface wave to a complex value. We therefore obtain
where the imaginary term a > 0 is responsible for the decay due to radiation leakage. We note that (S) indicates that the longitudinal decay factor a is the same for all of the partial field components in (3), as required by the Floquet condition (4). Evidently, (6) implies that kzn (~) is then also complex, so that
We now note that, unlike a, the transverse decay factor .(~) is generally different for every n. It is also important to recognize that a is small in the case of thin gratings (i.e., small periodic scatterers), but q. may be large or small depending on n. Because lc,.f~j is complex? the squareroot sign in I(6) must be selected to satisf yl
Because waves guided by periodic structures generally contain radiating field components, these waves are no longer true surface waves (with k.. = real). Instead, they are referred to as leaky waves (with ICZO complex).
Although these leaky waves were described above in terms of of the scatterers increases, a and F~cij generally also increase and the overall leakage effect becomes more pronounced.
CHARACTERISTIC FIELDS IN THE GRATING REGION
To find the fields supported by the entire thin-film structure, it is necessary to examine the characteristic waves in the periodic layer, which will be henceforth referred to as the grating region.
As two-dimensional (~-invariant) fields can bedecomposed into TEand TM modes, the Maxwell equations for the field vectors can be reduced to the scalar equation
where now iiz ( z) is no longer a constant as in (5). We shall restrict the present discussion to gratings of the type shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b), for which kz (z) is a function of z only. The procedure for extending our results to the more general case having also a z dependence, as is the case in Fig. 1 (c) , is discussed later in Section IIIC. The electric and magnetic fields E and H, and the parameter k(x) are then specified as follows. 
Ti?f modes:
Here y. is a unit vector along y and E(x) denotes the relative permittivit y in the grating region, whose x-dependent behavior is discussed further below in the context of specific examples. As indicated by (11) - ( 15), a key step in finding the characteristic solution Fg = Fg (.z,z) in the grating region requires the specification of k(z) via q (x). Because e(z) is periodic, k (z) can be generally represented by a Fourier series such that
n where the coefficients pm are known for a given grating. We may then take
a where lc~~was defined in (4). Inserting this representation into (11 ), we obtain the system of differential equations (18) where q = q(z) is a column vector with elements q. (z) and P = (P.z) is a constant matrix (independent of z) whose elements are defined by
The system of differential equations (18) 
where K is a propagation constant along z in the grating region, and c is a constant vector (independent of z).
Substituting (20) into (18) 
i which must hold for I n I > N, where AT is a finite positive integer and the prime in the summation indicates that the term i = n is excluded. 13ecause the left-hand side in (24) is proportional to nz for large \ n I and the right-hand side is independent of n, the above sufficient condition is satisfied if the Fourier series in (16) (22), all of the coefficients c~~can also be found by using (21 ) which specifies these coeiiicients as ratios with respect to one of them, say c~~. The value of c~n can itself be prescribed by a normalization condition, which may be chosen to be c~~= 1 for the present class of problems. However, it is important to recognize that all~and c~c an be found and maybe assumed known if~( z) is specified in"(ll)-(15).
To illustrate the foregoing concepts, we shall consider the specific grating structures shovvn in Fig. 1 , which are of current practical interest.
A. Sinusoidally
Modulated it~edium
For the periodic layer of holographic
type, which appears in the structure of Fig. 1 The variation of the medium that forms the grating in Fig. 1 (b) can be described by a rectangular modulation, which is given by Fig. 1 (b) , the characteristic waves that appear in the grating region are known, as was also the case for structures with a sinusoidally modulated layer.
C. Curved-Profile Gratings
Because the foregoing two grating profiles possess functions e(x) that are invariant with z, they lend themselves directly to a rigorous solution of the boundary-value problem.
In contrast, the curved profile of Fig. 1 (c) is generally not separable with respect to the z and z coordinates and has been solved, so far, only by employing numerical integrations [10] . Nevertheless, the approach described here can be generalized to also solve curved profiles by using judicious approximations of these profiles.
To illustrate this generalization, consider the grating with slanted boundaries in Fig. 3(a) . By partitioning the grating into fine layers and approximating each of these by rectangular profiles, we obtain a configuration as indicated in Fig. 3 (b) . .41though now we have more than a single pericldic layer, each one of them has a rectangular shape like that in Fig. 1(b 
the averaged permittivity becomes h(x) e(z) = C2+ (q -61) -
The problem is then reduced to that of a layer with uniform thickness but with varying e(x), as was the case of the modulated medium in Section IIIC above, except that c(z) in (28) 
n where k,n and k.n(f) ivere defined in (4) and (6) (42) and (33) - (36) (40) face and leaky waves described in Section II, which reprc- (41) for all n = 0,+1,+2,'"". These are the four coupled systems of linear equations that determine the four sets of unknown scattered harmomc amphtudes a~, s~, gfi (+), and g.(-), as follows.
Multiplying
(40) by Yti(a) and then subtracting the resulting equation from (41 ), we obtain, in matrix notation,
where gt*) are column matrices with elements g~(+), exp (iKJo) is a diagonal matrix with elements~~~exp ('iK~t~) and R. is the reflection To. (4i'b) sent free-resom%nt solutions of the boundary-value problem under consideration.
We shall discuss these solutions first for the canonic structure shown in Fig. 4 , after which we shall generalize the result to structures with an arbitrary number of layers in addition to the single periodic layer of 
This represents the dispersion relation for the guided (surface or leaky) waves of the grating in Fig. 4 . This relation yielcls the unknown eigenvalues lcoo.For any such ICA, we can then find all g,,(+) in terms of one of them by replacing e by O in (44). All of the other amplitudes an, gi(-), and s. can thereafter be determined as discussed at the end of the preceding section. Because t-he foregoing analysis regards the fields as propagating along the z direction, which is normal to the boundaries, the result of (48) 
where ro and T* are reflection coefficients looking into the substrate and air regions, respectivdy, at~= O and tg. condition that the wave remains unchanged after a roundtrip travel across the layer, the trip including one reflection at each of the two boundaries [21] . Thus (48) for the grating layer is a generalization of (49) for the uniform layer. The tranfiition from scalars in (49) to matricw in (48) represents the fact that the presence.of pmiodicity introduces energy coupling from the fundanwnt al (n = 0) field to its higher order (n # 0) space harnlonics.
In the ease of a uniform layer, (49) The results discussed in the preceding section ma~'. now be extended to structures that possess several layers which are additional to the single nonuniform (periodic) layer discussed above. For this purpose, we first recognize that the electromagnetic problem of the single periodic layer may be rigorously described by the equivalent transverse network shown in Fig. 5(a) . In this network, each of the semi-infinite transmission line in the air or substrate regions represents one of the niodes; the characteristic admittance Y.(~) and propagation factor k~~'$) have been defined in (37) and (6), respectively.
All of these transmission lines are connected to the grating region, which is now represented schematically by the box mailied B in Fig. .5(a) .
If desired, the network describing the scattering properties of the box marked B can be synthesized along the lines discussed in [22] for the case of an interface to a sinusoidally modulated medium. However, this synthesis is not necessary for the purposes of the present work because we may regard the box marked B in Fig. 5 (a) to be defined by (47) for S,. We note, on the other hand, that the matrix So describes the coupling of all of the modes to each other via the periodic properties of the grating region.
To generalize the result to additional uniform layers, consider now the structures described in Fig. 1 In this case, we may look down at the plane z = -t~and define a reflection coefhcient
J3y utilizing pn, we obtain that the input admittance , --- The, above procedure can, of course, be generalized to any number of layers that ar~added below the film layer.
As suggested by Fig. 5 Fig. 1 for which the waveguiding process is primarily determined by the uniform layer rather than by the grating layer. In such cases, the calculation of k.o is more easily and more accurately performed by utilizing another matrix Sf instead of S,. This is obtained by noting from Fig. 6 by insert A, which shows both pod and ad around pod = T in magnified form. For wavelengths A inside this stopband, the field of the surface wave is in the form of a decaying standingwave with respect to the x direction. Besides producing stopbands, the presence of periodicity may also change the surface waves into leaky waves, as discussed in Section II. To assess this, we reflect the lines OB and OC about~Od = T to obtain FG and HG. By taking into account the slopes of the various lines in conjunction with (6), we may verify that, for j = a and s, all kznt~) are pure imaginary inside the triangular region OLG. However, lCZ(SJ is real outside this triangle, whereas both kz,_l@J and k~,_I@J are real outside the larger triangular region OLG. Thus at frequencies for which the operation point is inside the smaller triangle 07.G (e.g., point P), the surface wave remains bound even ii' periodicity is present. As frequency increases and the operation point crosses the line FG (e.g., point Q), a radiation beam occurs in the substrate and the surface wave is changed to a leaky wave. For frequencies that are high enough so that the operating point is above the DG line (e.g., point R), radiation beams occur in both substrate and air regions.
The attenuation parameter a, which is due either to a stopband or to power leakage, is shown in Fig. 7 . As frequency varies, a starts by being zero in the surface-wave region; however, a is nonzero and peaks strongly in the stopband region. This stopband behavior is of importance in the operation of distributed-feedback lasers and the maximum value of a determines the length required for effective lasing conditions. Outside the stopband. a is nonzero if the frequency is high enough to produce radiation, i.e., the wave is leaky. As seen in Fig. 7 We therefore show in Fig. 8 the variation of a-z, a-l, and al (with ao = 1) for the fundamental TEO mode along a rectangular grating of the type shown in Fig, 1 (b) . We recall that an denotes the amplitude of the nth space harmonic at the air-grating boundary z = t,.As the Brillouin diagram is basicalls imilar to that already given in Fig. 6 , it is omitted here, but its pertinent stopbind and leaky wave regions are indicated in Fig. 8 . It is noted that the curves for a.
undergo rapid variations close to the stopband edges. Also, we note that I a_l I = ao = 1 and I a-a I = I al I within the stopband, in agreement with the fact that the field is a standing wave in the stopband. To show the importance and the generality of the method discussed in this paper, we show in Fig. 9 the variation of a for the same grating as that of Fig. 8 , except that now the wavelength A is assumed fixed and the grating thickness
